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	For many of us, the question of whether or not God exists is one of the most perplexing and profound questions of our lives, and numerous philosophers and theologians have debated it for centuries. Laura Ekstrom here takes a new look at the issue of God's existence by examining it against the

	reality of human suffering, bringing to the fore contentious presuppositions concerning agency and value at the core of the matter. When we survey the world, we observe an enormous amount of pain, including virtually unspeakable kinds of maltreatment and agony, many instances of which seem patently

	unfair, unearned, and pointless. This book argues that, in light of these observations, it is reasonable to conclude that God does not exist.

	

	The book unravels the extent and power of arguments from evil. Ekstrom provides a close investigation of a largely overlooked claim at the heart of major free-will-based responses to such arguments, namely that free will is worth it: sufficiently valuable to serve as the good that provides a

	God-justifying reason for permitting evil in the world. Through fresh examinations of traditional theodicies, Ekstrom develops an alternative line called divine intimacy theodicy, and makes an extended case for rejecting skeptical theism. The book takes up an argument from evil concerning a

	traditional doctrine of hell, which reveals a number of compelling issues concerning fault, agency, and blameworthiness. In response to recent work contending that the problem of evil is toothless because God is indifferent to human beings, Ekstrom defends the essential perfect moral goodness of

	God. She further tackles the question of whether or not it is possible to live a religious life as an agnostic or as an atheist.

	

	Through rigorous reflection, with deep respect for religious thought and experience, and with sensitivity to the range and kinds of suffering so many endure, Ekstrom firmly advances discussion of the problem of evil and paves the way for further scholarship in the philosophy of religion.
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Extended Surface Heat TransferJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	Extended surfaces, in the forms of longitudinal or radial fins or spines are ubiquitous

	in applications where the need exists to enhance heat transfer between a surface and

	an adjacent fluid. Applications range from very large scale, as with tubes in heat

	exchangers, to the very small, as is the case for the temperature control of...
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SolidWorks 2007 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"The most complete resource for SolidWorks on the market. Matt Lombard's in-depth knowledge plus his snappy wit and wisdom make SolidWorks accessible to users at all levels."

    — Mike Sabocheck, Territory Technical Manager, SolidWorks Corporation
    The most comprehensive single reference on...
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Java GaragePrentice Hall, 2004
Enter your Java Garage... where you do your work, not somebody else's. It's where you experiment, escape, tinker, and ultimately succeed.

  			Java Garage is not your typical Java book. If you're tired of monotonous "feature walks"...
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Management of Acute Pulmonary Embolism (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2007

	This practical volume highlights traditional, novel, and evolving aspects of the diagnosis and treatment of pulmonary embolism (PE). The contributors comprise an international team of experts. Important aspects of diagnosis, risk stratification, and differential treatment of patients with PE are presented in a concise, yet comprehensive...
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Models of God and Alternative Ultimate RealitiesSpringer, 2013

	The envisioned volume is a collection of recent essays about the philosophical exploration, critique and comparison of (a) the major philosophical models of God, gods and other ultimate realities implicit in the world’s philosophical schools and religions, and of (b) the ideas of such models and doing such modeling per se. The...
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Translational Neuroscience: A Guide to a Successful ProgramJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Translational research looks to take the latest innovations made in the laboratory setting to translate findings into effective and sustainable medical interventions and improved preventative measures. Funding support is increasingly tied to practical healthcare outcomes, with this trend likely only to increase in coming years,...
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